A new derivation of continuous-time Kalman Filter equations is presented. The underlying idea has been previously used to derive the smoothing equations. A unified approach to filtering and smoothing problems has thus been achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently many rigorous derivations of continuous-time Kalman Filter equations have been obtained [ 1, 2, 3] . The most general nonlinear problem has been studied in [3] but its specialization to the linear case obscures the simplicity of the linear problem. An elegant proof in the linear case has been proposed in [l] which exploits a result on the estimation of one martingale from another. As pointed out in [4] , the "state martingale" used in [l] does not yield the smoothing equations and a different martingale has, therefore, been proposed. This paper shows that the same martingale can be used to derive the filtering equations also, thus unifying the martingale technique initiated in [l] to derive both the filtering and smoothing equations. ARUNABHABAGCHI Let p(s) be the smallest u-algebra generated by the pracessy(o; o), 0 G u B s completed with respect to sets of measure 0 and P (s-) the smallest u-algebra generated by the process y(o;o), 0 tsZ u <s completed with respect to sets of measure 0. Then since y(t ;w) is continuous in c with probability one, 4 (s) = INS-).
Let $(r I s) = E [x(t) I P(s)] . Then it is well known [S, p. 441 that 3(t) = 3 (r I t) is the best ~nirn~ variance estimate of x(r) based on the observation y(o;w), 0 Q u < t and is called the fihered estimate of x(t)_ Since x^(t 1 s) is a martingale in s for f=ed t we have from [6, p, 1213 where Z,(t ;w), the so-called innovation process, is defined as 
s+t-
Hence taking limit in (3.1) ass + t-, we get
or, writing and P(t), the error covariance matrix that appears in K(t), satisfies the wellknown matrix Ricatti equation [6, Corollary 2, p. 1371 $ P(t) = A (t) P(t) + P(t) A(t)* + l?(t) B(t)*
-[P(t)c(t)* + B(t)D(t)*l @(@I(t)*)-' [c(t)P(t) + D(r)B(t)*l (3 . 3)
with P(0) = 0.
CONCLUSION
A new derivation of linear recursive filtering equations is presented. This, with an earlier paper [4] , enables us to give a unified rigorous approach to linear filtering and smoot~ng problems in continuous-time dynamical systems.
